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Dorm resident may be
subject of extortion,
UPD investigators say
By Shelby Grad
Daily start writer
An unknown telephone caller threatened a 24-yeatold W ashburn
Hall resident and firecrackers were set off outside his doinutory room
Thursday in a possible extortion attempt.
University police are investigating the charges
The man, whose name was not released because ot the nature ot the
incident, received three telephone calls user a one-dis period in %%FL!,
the caller demanded money and threatened to beat him. according to
UPD Lt. Shannon Maloney.
The victim received the first call at 1:30 a.m. Thursday from a man
who said, "John, you owe me $ 20,’’ Maloney said.
A second call followed at 8:10 p.m when the suspect threatened to
send people to the dorm to beat up the victim. then repeated the demand for money, according to Maloney.
At around 9 p.m., unknown types of firecrackers were set off on
the windowsill of the victim’s first floor dorm room.
A third telephone conversation followed with the caller allegedly
saying that the victim would not be beaten if he gave the cal lei money
and property, the police report stated.
There are no suspects in the case; the victim maintains he d. ,es noi
know who the caller is, according to UPD.
No threats were reported since Thursday. Maloney said
t iii crsit\
UPD may try to trace the threatening calls. he
police investigators also plan to look into past associations the \ ictim
had.
In the wake of the threats. security has been increased at Washburn
Hall, said resident director D.J. Morales.
Residents were asked to be more aware of who is let into the halls
and to make sure all visitors sign in at the office. Resident ,ids isms
have increased dorm patrols. Morales said.
Several Washburn residents expressed concern oser the incidents.
Morales said. She and the other R.A.’s are always a% allahle it resi
dents want to discuss the problem, she said.
Extortion is not common (in the dorms)... she said. "But ii
cerns people."
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A.S. considers attorney options;
governor expected to veto new bill
By Mary R. Callahan
Daity stall writer
The Associated Students is considering a new approach in its campaign to secure attorney represematnm for student governments in the
California State t Mis et-say sy stein.
State Sell Nicholas Petri+ (Doak land is sponsoring a student -initiated hill that would al knv student
governments to waive trustee appro\ al when allocating funds for legal
rein esentation in cases involving a
dispute between the A.S. and the
trustees
But now that it appears Gov.
Deukmejian may veto the hill even if
it is passed, student representatives
are contemplating an alternate action: a joint legislative resolution.
The joint resolution must pass
both houses. but does not require the
signature (it the goy emir. according
to Leigh limusse. director of California state ;eau.

The Pons Bill was initiated by
they lost their hid
SJSU officers it
for the release itSI( ,1810 in legal
reserves allocated from A.S. funds
last fall. The funds were to pay for
legal assistance in lighting student
fee increases tied to RCl: Center cost
overruns.
Through a resolution. legislators
could "clarify the intent" ot conflicting education code sections
one giving student governments time
right to legal assistance and the other
requiring trustee approval ot budget
allocations. said A.S. President
Terry McCarthy.
Because the trustees "serve at the
pleasure of the legislature." they
would have to abide by the decision.
Kirmsse said.
(’St contends its refusal to approve SJSU A.S. ’s allocation of a
5100.000 legal reserve last fall was a
one-time deal, said David Hawkins.
legislative director for the (’.111 it nia

State Students Association.
The students iniv% understand that
legal action user Rec Center cost
its CFI-1111s %%Mild have leopardi/ed the
(’St s bond status, he said
’The ( Si does not want to teopardi/e honds. the students don’t want
jeopardlie bonds." Ku nisse said
Howevel, a letter vv i men hy SiSt.
President Gail Fullerton indicates
that the univeisity has tro/en the
lunds intended to pay Robert Bun id. the attorney a ho represented the
sUldenls III last year’s athletic suit
concerning the elimination ot tour
?intuit sports. Hays kms and Kirmsse
said
Fullertim misinterpreted the intent
of the (’St trustees. Hays km. said.
’The main thing we want to as oid
is hay mg other campuses use the
S.111’ situation as a precedent."
Hauls ins said
The resolution would direct the
CSI and student representatives to

review current policy for A .S legal
policies
A task force would confirm policy
on A S attorne \ s. use ot A S hinds
tor letal ad \
and redisti Motion ot
I utiuls in !elation to disputes
S
\vith the (’St’. Kit nnisse...1!11
(ttli\.ial legislative oveisight ot
the committee viould have to be included in the resolution. as vs ould
stipulation requiring the ,iitimittlee
he heay la w defiled w ith student
representatiy is trom troubled (’St
campuses such as Chico. San Diego
and S.ISl
The lust requitement for student
negotiations on the issue a ould he to
release legal lees owed to Buruel
and Dean Sutton. the attorney in v uilv ed III the students’ legal fund
KIMISSe said

The chancelloi has aheady asked
the A.S. to submit
the amounts owed to thus’ mo ;mot
Set 811.1 .
s

Exercise in walking art

Condom-buying to be
less embarrassing,
more easily available
By Steven Musil
Daily staff writer
Buying condoms at SJSU may
soon become less embarrassing and
more convenient.
While Student Health Services already offers condoms. Spartan
Shops, Inc. is now preparing a project to install condom vending machines in men’s and women’s res(rooms on campus.
The machines would be installed
in residence hall restrooms, Student
Union restrooms on the first floor
and in the games area, and the Spartan Pub restrooms, according to
operations
Gendreaux.
Michele
manager of Spartan Shops. Inc.

Genreauv said
at Student
Condoms ale
Health Sets ices toi the price ot siv
for $1 to students yy ith
v al id sin
dent I.D. card. The price tor yended
condoms is not know it yet
Proceeds from the machines are
expected to he low. accoolin
Genreaux.
Concerns about customer modesty
and 24-hour as ailability led the As
sociated Students to propose the idea
to Spartan Shops
Spartan Shops has exclusive rights
to operate vending machines on
campus.

"Sometimes ii isn’t easy for men
and women to go up to an imper
sonal face in the Student Health (enter and buy. condoms.- said Scott
Santandrea. A.S piesidem-elect.
"The machines %you’d allow more
privacy and convenience when purLatta said he suggested these areas chasing condonis."
in an effort to increase awareness of
"1 would also hope the money
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn- would go to the health center’s 111)5
drome and other sexually transmitted Awareness project... he added
diseases.
&NV is not the Iiist area college
"We also suggested that a sub- to consider condom dispensers in
stantial part of the proceeds be do- restrooms.
Cabrillo Community College in
nated by Spartan Shops to the AIDS
Aphis installed the machines last
Awareness Fund." he said.
summer after an "out pouring" of
Gendreaux said she was preparing support from students and laculty.
to begin acccepting service bids according to Billee Paul. Cabrillo’s
from vendors and the machines student activity assistant.
"We have them in three bathwould probably be installed by this
rooms now
summer.
Paul said. "We’re
"We want to make sure we get an really happy to have them."
See CONDOM. page
adequate. FDA -approved product,These areas were recommended
by Dr. Robert Latta, associate director of Student Health Services, in a
Feb. 10 memo from the AIDS Education Committee.

Art professor Tony May. photo above, teaches his students about art
in the community during his experimental Art 177(i class, lie leads
his students, dressed in rubber gloves, gauze headbands, cheap
sunglasses and green facial makeup, around campus, photo above
right. Armed with birdseed, squirt bottles filled with water and a
current edition of the Metro, the class was connected together with a
blue cord. Graphic design sophomore Jonathan Kong. photo right,
cautiously eyes the group as it passes by.. \lay said the foray was "a
kind of anonymous activity." and that the class "invents itself every

Photos by Mike Dafferner

Native American speaks at SJSU

Author says Americans are culturally isolated
By E. Mark Moreno
Daily ate writer
The lack of artistic values in the
United States contributes to isolating
Americans from the values of other
cultures, a native American author
said Thursday night at SJSU.
Jamake Highwater told an audience of about 100 students and staff
that the structures erected by different communities are a mirror of what
people are in each culture.
Highwater’s speech. "The Land.
Ritual, and Architecture," also focused on the dominating attitude of
Western civili/ation toward nature,
which varies greatly from that of
most other cultures, both primitive
and modern.

"Humans. in the earliest dawns of
humankind, looked up to the sky and
asked. ’Where do we come from?’
he said.
In a rich, gentle voice that
matched his strong jaw and high
cheekbones. Highwater talked about
the values on which Americans arid
others in the West perceive the
world.
"The myth upon which we formulate our concept of reality is no
longer universally viable to us." he
said.
Audience members had positive
things to say of the author.
"I thought he was really interesting. (What he said about) the garden
reflecting Western society was very

well taken, a lot of food for
thought." said Eric Bruckner, a senior majoring in liberal studies.
Allison Caves, who obtained a degree in anthropology from SJSU in
1987. said it was "very refreshing to
see a native American viewpoint that
wasn’t seething with anger."
Highwater said the nation’s presidents used to have a fixed place in
the imagination of the American
people. but "it has been a long time
since there has been a hero on a horThis has happened in part because
Americans have devaluated the
myths they once held as truth, and
because this society only percieves
things that are visible on the surface

and not beyond.
"Things we experience with deep
feeling but without deep understanding. A publisher looks at a hook (like
it was) a quart of milk with a shelf
life of four days,- Highwater said.
Referring to art and architecture.
the native American said, "The
marks we make upon the world tell
us who we are, expressing something fundamental to ourselves
beauty, ugliness. justice, injustice,
right. wrong. As an example. Highwater presented a slideshow depicting different types of architecture. One slide
was of an Italian Florentine garden,
with bushes and plants trimmed into
See AUTHOR, page S

Spurts of donations aid
renovations for fountain
By Joel Beers
Daily small writer
The dry SJSU fountain is rapidly
flowing toward a completion date,
thanks in part to a $10010 donation
from the Associated Students.
The donation was given at Tuesday’s A.S. meeting in response to a
request from Robert !tinge. the university’s director of development.
The 198$ SJSII senior class
pledged over 570.000 to renovating
the fountain, but those donations are
slow Income in. ft inge said.
As of March 28. only $220)0 has
been collected, far short of the $55,000 preliminary estimate needed to
repair the fountain
With the donation. ’,tinge said
basic consmiction and renovation of

the fountain could begin
University President hail Fullerton told Ringe that the school will
provide an additional $5,000, which
would ensure enough funds to begin
basic construction.
The long-range plan is to pave the
base of the fountain is ith granite pavers, brick -like bleds that could
he engraved. Hy substituting these
objects for a granite base. construction could he lowered to about
$37 MOO.
The fountain would he fully operational and include an aerated
no/,le, lights and two spray heights.
The fountain has been dry for
nearly two years, due to mechanical
faults and safety concerns.
See FOUNTAIN. page 8
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Geriatrics and Geritol

Incommunicado
!Living a best triend can usually be the most
gratifying part of one’s life. However, for me this
gift is often a very intense and mind -boggling crusade.
Of all the professors, classes and bosses I’ve
sludged through in my 22 years, nothing has got
me more wound up than my friend Marie. Now,
I’m not at all angry with my best friend, but there
arc times when I’d like to pound some things into
her head (no, a sledgehammer isn’t necessary
here, although it might help sometimes).
Over the
four years
we’ve been
aquainted,
Marie and I
have been
through a
lot. Some
of the best
times of my
life
have
Andy Nystrom
come out of
our relationship, and I really don’t know how I could survive
now without her cheerful voice and silly laugh.
However, there is one thing that often outweighs
all the fun we’ve had.
I can’t even begin to count the many times I’ve
asked her to open up with me and tell me anything going on inside her. Whether it is good or
bad. I want to know. After all, this is what best
friends always do.
But in our case, things work a little differently.
I’m often left with the task of trying to figure
out what’s on her mind. And there are instances
when I know what she is thinking about but have
to use my instincts in getting to the root of the
matter.
Although this method usually works, and she
eventually admits to what I’ve discovered, it’s not
all that Ii in for me.
I’ll be the first to admit that I’m not always the
most open person around, but at least I can
express my feelings to someone I care about.
There are times when I’d like Marie to give it a try,
and prove to me I’m not always doing the work.
And she does this sometimes. However, it is
usually by writing me a letter or making me a tape
of personal songs by bands like the Alarm,
Descendents and Seven Seconds to convey her
feelings.
I find these to be great ways of "talking to me,"
but they just don’t take the place of that personal
face-to-face approach. But then again, at least
Marie does get things across to me, so I shouldn’t
complain.
Of all the things I’ve learned in my life, being
what we are is most important no matter how
unusual or crazy we might be. And if communicating differently is part of Marie’s makeup, then I
respect her for doing things the way she chooses.
She is a very special person. And no matter
how hard it is for me to be introduced to her personal side, I will never give up and walk away out
of frustration. Real love is hard to find these days,
and I’ll take it any way it comes.
Andy Nystrom is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Streets of sit-corn and soap
I vowed to give up watching television when I
moved to San Jose last August. I wasn’t sure if I would
be able to stick to my commitment, but the sacrifice was
not at all difficult.
Taking up residence downtown contributed to the
ease with which I cast aside my desire to be mollified
by the great American sedative.
I rented an apartment on Fifth Street, just a short distance from Santa Clara Street. Television pales in comparison to the array of people and events I can watch
from this vantage point.
A window, which rises six feet from the floor of my
apartment and stretches 12 feet across, provides me
with a box seat view of the church across the street and
the numerous ornamental loiterers who congregate
there.
One afternoon I observed two staid men sitting on a
low brick wall for a period of several hours. I imagined them as the characters Vladimir and Estragon in
Samuel Beckett’s play, "Waiting for Godot." Their portrayal of an utter lack of purpose was superior to any
existential performance I have ever seen on
"Masterpiece Theatre."
The plot thickened when they were joined by a third
man who began to preach the word of whatever particular faith he was subscribing to that day. His judgment
erred, however, when he accosted a passer-by who was
in no mood for a rampaging religious fanatic.
A verbal battle, which is a mild description for the
expletives that were exchanged, ensued. No longer
relying solely on the word of God, the preacher enlisted
the assistance of a large piece of wood to make his
point. His competitor countered by extracting a glistening blade from his pocket.
Back and forth they went, alternating the roles of
pursuer and pursuee. The two listless men on the wall
watched the exchange, heads rotating from side to side
as if they were watching a tennis match between Ivan
Lendl and John McEnroe broadcast live from
Wimbledon.
Unfortunately, the mini -drama ended anticlimactically as the knife wielder turned defiantly and exited stage
right. A policeman arrived, put the preacher in the back
of his cruiser and dispersed the men on the wall, who

Phillip Best
wandered aimlessly away.
This is a relatively tame example of the entertaining
incidents that occur regularly in the downtown area.
Drugs, violence and a variety of degenerate activity
unrivaled by prime time abound.
Best Ms all, involvement in these activities is not limited to the vicarious enjoyment of video viewing. In
fact, it is almost impossible to avoid confronting a barrage of beggars every time one strolls down the street.
Couple that with the paranoia of the police, who must
be suspicious of everyone if they don’t want to die, and
the possibilities for interesting interactions are endless.
For example, the same day I witncsscd the two above mentioned gentlemen attempt to kill each other, I was
cited for jaywalking, which I often do to avoid encountering undesirables. Imagine that. In the heart of the
death and destruction zone I manage to get punished for
crossing the street improperly.
I could have stayed home and watched situation
comedies, but the irony of my predicament was more
profound than any I could have seen on TV. Never
mind the fact that the ticket I received will take an
unexpected hunk out of an already skimpy budget. A
higher brand of entertainment isn’t cheap, but it’s worth
it.
So, for as long as I can afford it, I’m saying goodbye
to television and hello to downtown San Jose.
Ph Best is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Campus Voice

Photojournalism brings more than a paycheck
Andres Moura is a photojournalist who hopes to attend SJSU
in the fall.
While leafing through this month’s issue of Life magazine, images
of emaciated and dying victims of
starvation leaped right out of the
pages at me.
A small child, wide-eyed and
alone, cries in bitter despair as she
slowly and painfully loses strength.
Her fragile body hungers for nourishment in a sordid area characterized by poverty. An Ethiopian
father, only moments from death,
lies helpless, staring at the sky he
once played under as a boy and
will die under as a broken man.
His 7 -year -old son wanders aimlessly with no food, no water, and
no hope of a futureso conveyed
the images set before me.
I began to wonder what could
possibly be done to assist those
who endure such ominous living
conditions. Has anything similar
ever happened to you? Have you at
any time wondered why photographic images are published in the
first place?
Photojournalism is a wonderfully expressive means of visually
documenting the good, the bad,
and the ugly things that occur in
society. It is designed to attract
attention and public concern
through the display of photographic images. This kind of news coverage is possible by way of an

unusual breed of men and women
who gather and disseminate news
to people worldwide.
Awakening the public’s consciousness
excites
change
andhopefullyimprovement. In
order to inform the majority with
up-to-date and informative news,
reporters and news photographers
first need to go to the world’s hot
spots, such as Panama, Nicaragua,
Lebanon, and South Africa.
Sometimes they risk their lives to
document the events the public
deserves to know about.
We are the ones who ultimately
possess the power to correct the
wrongful acts inflicted on the victims of discrimination and oppression. This is why it is so important
to be abreast of current affairs. For
example, Stanley Forman’s shocking photograph of a woman and
child ostensibly falling to their
deaths (the child lived) wrought
higher standards of fife safety regulations. The photo was widely
publicized, causing a great public
outcry.
This fascinating form of photography is an enormously valuable practice designed to forever
capture the human condition and
rally the public spirit against the
poor standards that may exist in
their community.
As a Puerto Rican and a university student studying to become a
photojournalist, I hold a special

interest
in
the
Hispanic
community. I look for Hispanic
American journalists to act as role
models for inspiration and a source
of ethnic pride. It is sad that in the
majority of books and magazines
focusing on news jounalists there
are an insignificant number of
Hispanic -American reporters utilizing the media to express the
Hispanic ordeal.
This is rapidly changing as the
Hispanic -American
populationthe fastest growing
group
in
America
ethnic
across
the
today.- -spreads
American frontier. A larger
Hispanic American base will supply this particular community with
a richer pool of bright and energetic minds to fill jobs, such as those
in the media that will give a greater
voice and power with which to
shape their own destiny in
America.
News photography, whether as
a freelancer or a staffer, Hispanic,
black, white, or Native American,
is an invaluble profession and
method to express visual and print
commentary of fettles that exist in
all socities and cultures. Imagine
what reading the daily newspaper
or scanning through National
Geographic or Life magazines
would be like without the exciting
and colorful and informative picture content.
Inconceivable, isn’t it?

was an ordinary day, much like any
Itother, when I first noticed it: on a
crowded street in the bright sunshine
I passed a building’s mirrored window and
caught sight of my mother. I turned, in
surprise, to greet her, only to discover that
the reflection in the window was mine.
It had happened.
I’d finally reached my mother’s age.
It was an event that always seemed to
be at least 15 years away. But at some
point in time the generation gap between
my mother and I was bridged. And I
crossed over to her side.
Other signs of aging constantly cropped
up.
Like the time, four years ago, when the
office staff I worked with went out to
lunch. Our waiter, we discovered, was a
university student working his way
through college. He would graduate the
following semester. As he cleared away
my plate, he asked, "Can I get you anything else, ma’am?"
Ma’am?!
Chagrined, I pointed out that he was
less than five years younger than I.
It was that same year they quit carding
me at my favorite nightclub. "You always
go there. They know you," friends tried to
console me.
But even when new management took
over, and new bouncers were hired, they
still stamped my hand and waved me
through before I could fumble through my
wallet to show my I.D. The really humiliating part was that they still carded my
best friend Ellen.
The phenomenon of aging mocks me at
SJSU. A professor asks, for example,
how many students remember reading
news accounts of civil rights activities
during the early ’60s. I am one of only
two or three dinosaurs in the room to raise
a hand.
first, I refused to age gracefully. I
Atwatched in horror as my jawline
sagged. Desperately, I searched my
scalp for dreaded signs of gray.
Pathetically, I scrimped to afford antiaging complex to battle "laugh lines"
around my eyes.
Fortunately, no one else seems to
notice. So I’ve decided not to acknowledge my advancing years. I surround
myself with young people, the young at
heart, young thinkers.
My sister Marie, a kid of 25, says that
to feel young, you’ve got to look young.
So she taught me how to rip all my Tshirts and how to properly fold the hem of
my pants. I stopped short of spiking my
hair, however.
I’ve given exclusive charge of my
hairstyling to my good friend Nancy, a
"youngster" who is older than I am. She
handles this responsibility with flair. So
at least now, from the back, I can pass for
quite a young age.
When I turned 30, my 22-year-old
boyfriend at the time sent me flowers to
celebrate the ninth anniversary of my 21st
birthday.
Even Mom, who’s looking pretty good
for a woman approaching 50, helps me
handle inevitable aging by frequently
reminding me to pull out my sense of
humor. She assures me that a 40-year-old
woman can so much more appreciate a
25 -year-old man; and believe me, she
knows what she’s talking about.
So, maybe getting older isn’t so bad.
Especially when you consider the alternative.
Sallie Mattison is the Assigning
Editor/News.

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from youour readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right
to limit the number of letters on
a given topic.
Letters should bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and
class level. Letters can be delivered
to the Daily office on the ,second floor
of Dwight Bentel Hall
or to the Student Union
information desk.
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Ex-chancellor’s trip denied Jobless rate grew in February
Former educator’s parole keeps him from Pakistan
SANTA BARBARA (AP) - Plans by a former UC-Santa Barbara
chancellor to fly to Pakistan for historical research were canceled by a
judge who said the educator should
remain in the country while on probation.
Superior Court Judge 7-el Canter
denied permission for the trip
planned by Robert Huttenback. who
was convicted last year of embezzlement and tax evasion.
"This defendant has forfeited his
privilege to leave the country during
the term of his probation," Canter
wrote in a one -page order issued
March 24.
Huttenback’s
lawyer,
Dennis
Fischer of Santa Monica, said Thurs-

day he is considering appealing.
According to court documents,
Huttenback planned to fly free to Pakistan by redeeming mileage credits
on his Pan Am WorldPass.
Although Assistant District Attorney Patrick McKinley contended
those credits should go to the university because Huttenback earned them
while chancellor, he said he didn’t
object to Huttcnback doing research
in Pakistan. County probation officials also supported the proposal.
Huttenback planned to do research
as groundwork for a book he has arranged to coauthor with Leo E.
Rose, a political science professor at
the University of California, Berkeley. The Pakistan project was funded

by a Fulbright grant from the U.S.
Educational Foundation.
Huttenback was sentenced last
year to five years probation. fined
$60.100 and ordered to do 1,(88)
hours of community service work for
embezzling an estimated $250,(88)
in university money to renovate his
home. He also was convicted of tax
evasion for not declaring any of the
expenditures on his income tax returns.
Huttenback resigned as chancellor
in July 1986 but remained with the
university as a history teacher at an
annual salary of $81,(88). He was
suspended with pay pending a university investigation that is still uncompleted.

SAN FRANCISCO (API - Unemployment in the San Francisco
Bay area showed little change in
February, the government reported
Friday.
A decline in employment, typical for the month. was offset by
slight drops in the number of people seeking jobs. said the state Employment Development Department.
The local jobless rates remained
below the comparable figures of
5.6 percent unemployment for the
nation and 5.5 percent for California.
In San Francisco, San Mateo
and Mann counties, the unemployment rate was 3.4 percent in February, compared to 3.6 percent in
January. It was 3.6 percent in Feb.

Local jobless rates remained below
the comparable figures of 5.6 percent
unemployment for the nation and 5.5
percent for California.
ruary 1988.
Employment totaled 847,7(8), a
loss of 8,9(8) jobs from January
and a gain of only 13,000 from
February 1987. Job -seekers numbered 30,200, down by 1.5(X) for
the month and by 1.2(8) for the
year.
In Alameda and Contra Costa

counties, the jobless rate was 4.5
percent in February for the second
straight month, compared to 4.8
percent in February 19148. The employment total of 1,033,800 was
down by 4.500 from January but
up by 52.000 from a year ago. Job seekers totaled 48,800. down by
200 for the month arid hv 9(X) for
the year.

U.S. Forest Service lifts suspension of timber sales in Pacific Northwest
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - - The
U.S. Forest Service has lifted its
overall suspension of timber sales in
Oregon and Washington. allowing

those not named in the spotted owl
court battle to go ahead.
After reviewing the terms of U.S.
District Judge William Dwyer’s pre-

liminary injunction against logging significant volume for the timber
old -growth forests where spotted that Judge Dwyer has enjoined.
owls live. the Forest Service was First, most of the trees on the 13 forable to release some timber for log - ests that could be sold is within owl
hungry mills, Regional Forester Jim habitat, and second, where we do
have timber to substitute, it would
Torrence announced Thursday.
"Because of the critical log sup- take a minimum of several months to
ply situation, we are making every prepare it for auction.’’
The Forest Service had stopped all
effort to move timber into the market
place," Torrence said. "For two timber sales pending a review of last
formation call 924-5958.
very important reasons, however, week’s preliminary injunction so.
Sociology 80 Class: Clothing we will not be able to substitute any pending 138 timber sales involviii,,2
drive for homeless. 9 a.m., in front
of S.U. For more information call
924-8900.
Student AMliation For Environmental Respect: Meeting. 6:30
p.m., Duncan Hall Room 235. For
more information call 295-5718 or
924-5467.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Prime time. 7:15 p.m.. S.U. Council
Collating
Binding
Copies
Chambers. For more information
call 294-4249.
Folding
Padding
Specialty Papers
Career Planning & Placement:
Cutting
Stapling
Laser "I’pesetting
Co-op orientation, 12:30 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room. For moreinformaOpen
Early,
Open Late
non call 924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
On -campus
interview
program
S. Third St.
orientation,1:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information
481 E San Carlos Sithe
call 924-6033.

nearly I billion board feet of timber.
Forest Service spokesman Ron
DeHart said 52 sales involving 138
million board feet of timber were released.
They are located on the Umpqua,

Siuslaw Willamette, \\ wenta. De
schutes and Rogue k \ et national
forests in Oregon and the Mount
Baker-Snoqualmie,
Vv’enutchee.
Olympic. and Gifford Pinchot na
tional forests in Washington.

SpartaGuide
TODAY
Counseling Services: Bulimia
group. 10 a.m.. Administration
Building Room 201. For more information call 924-5910. .
Spartan Review: Meeting, 12:30
p.m.. S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more informationcall 415-656-6335.
SJSU Film Production Club: 2
p.m.. Hugh Gillis Hall Room 222.
For more informationcall 924-4571.
Steering
Intercultural
A.S.
Committee: Meeting, 3 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information call 292-3197.
Campus Crusade For Christ: $5
hair cuts. 10 a.m., S.U. Upper Pad.
For more information call 279-4724.
Intramural Sports: Over-the -line
sign-ups, all day, Student Activities
and Services Building. For more information call 924-5958.
Theatre Arts/Dance Department: Master class in character
dance. 8:30 a.m., Spartan Complex
Room 219. For more information
call 924-6262.
SJSU Film Production Club:
Meeting. 2 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 222. For more information
call 924-4571
TUESDAY
Marketing
Club:
Marketing
Communications. 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room. For more information call 733-1936.
Sigma Chi Derby Days: Patty at
the Derby. 9 p.m.. The Derby (on
Santa Clara Street). For more information call 279-9601.
Bakal Club: Social, 8 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information call 926-1732.
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room.
Robert Levinson Memorial Lecture: Speaker: Dr. Hillel Shuval. 8
p.m.. University Room. For more
information call 924-5519.
KSJS: Meeting, 5:30 p.m.. Hugh
Gillis Hall Room 118. For more information cal1924-KSJS.
Campus Crusade For Christ: $5
hair cuts, 10 a.m., S.U. Upper Pad.
For more information call 279-4724.
Chemistry Department: Seminar. 4:30 p.m., Duncan Hall Room
135. For more information call 9245000
Intramural Sports: Over-the -line
sign-ups, all day. Student Activities
and Services Building. For more in-

Depend on Kinko’s

When 9 to 5 isn’t long enough

.
lankoss

295-4336 310

copy center

295-5511

Counseling Services: Women on
the move (Exercise/therapy group)
begins today. 3 p.m., Administration Building Room 201. For more
information call 924-5910.
Sigma Chi Derby Days: Scavenger hunt. 7 p.m., Ice Cream social. 8:30 p.m., 284 South Tenth
Street. For more information call
279-9601.
Theatre Arts Department: University dance theatre, 8 p.m.. University Theatre. For ticket information call 924-4555.
Intramural Sports: Over-the -line
sign-ups, all day, Student Activities
and Services Building. For more information call 924-5958.
Social Dance Class: Practice /meeting, 4:15 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information
call 720-9856.
Theatre Arts/ Dance Department: Master class-character dance,
8:30 a.m., Spartan Complex Room
219. For more information call 9246262.
Theatre Arts/Dance Department: Master class in character
dance. 8:30 a.m., Spartan Complex
Room 219. For more information
call 924-6262.
Sociology 80 Class: Clothing
drive for homeless, 9 a.m., in front
of S.U. For more information call
924-89(8).
Career Planning & Placement:
Law Information Day, II a.m..
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information call 924-6033.
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THE JOB

COMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS, INC.
- the world’s largest computer
bookstore - internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our
customers’ interests.

INFORMATION

needs,
computerrelated topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.

Starting Salary $5.75 - 6.00/hour

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW TO

you have:
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowlege of a high level language
excellent English skills

0,1b

Funded by Associated Students.

RESERVE

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

4e’ Then send resume to or apply in person at:

CORPS

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.

4046 2590 NORTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE, CA 95131
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Sign up Before April 21 4 30 pm
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Funded By A.S.

WI DNI SDAY

Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
errhir-hvii Asa,

GET INVOLVED
A.S. Positions Available Now!
Want to gain working experience, meet
people, and make a difference on campus?
We have a number of open positions. For
information, please stop by the A.S. office
located on the third floor of the Student
Union, or call 924-6240 today.

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS ON THESE DOORS
FIRST.
Why? Becatuie Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your
desirable
self-confidence. And makes you
candidate in the job market.
There’s no obligation until your junior year,
but stick with it and you’ll have what it takes to
succeed - while you’re in college and once
you graduate.
Find out more. Contact George licha Room
308, MacOuarrie Hall, 924-2926.
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Local trend setters gather for fashion extravaganza
13y Doris Kramer
Daily staff writer

%Ire Dallerner -- Daily stall photographer

display the latest fashions during dim ntovin show

11)(1s.ls

Committed fashion followers no
longer need to fulfill their compulsions in faraway fashion capitals
such as New York, Los Angeles, or
even San Francisco.
San Jose is growing up, and this
new maturity includes a desire to
keep astride with the leading innovators of trend.
A local downtown merchant,
realizing the frustrations of trendy minded San Joseans who are weary
of following in the footsteps of larger fashion centers, decided to establish a fashion mecca in a new downtown area.
Victor Diaz, who owns the
newest of the new in his downtown
shop Uomo Vogue, held a fashion
event on Thursday night in the
Pavilion Courtyard featuring glamorous models who paraded in the
vogue of tomorrow.
"Def Party ’89," a joint presentation by Uomo Vogue and Details
Magazine, featured designs by
Matsuda, Ozbek, Verri Uomo, and

Program Board accepting applications
By Elena NI. Dunivan
Day staff writer

People spend hundreds of dollars
each year to be entertained by concerts, movies, and dance performances, just to name a few.
But most of them don’t stop to
think about the organizers "behind
the curtains," who work hard from
beginning to end to pull off a
smooth show.
SJSU students have the opportunity to learn the process of events
planning through the Associated
Students Program Board.
The time for choosing directors
for the Program Board has arrived
once again, and all SJSU students
are eligible to apply for these paid
positions.
The Program Board, which is
financed through AS., is responsible for bringing entertainment to
campus, including musicians,
comics. films, speakers, and dance

groups.
Concerts Director Naomi
Yomtov, who recently started hei
own publicity and marketing company representing such notables as
comic Emo Phillips, said the experience she has gained in the past year
on the hoard has been "invaluable."
"It (the Program Board) has been
interesting, exciting and fun," she
said.
"The experience of being on the
Program Board is as interesting and
exciting as you make it," she said.
"You don’t want to do it for the money’, but the experience and the contacts you make for the outside world
really helps to give you a good idea
of what you want to do (in life)."
Because directors used to be
selected by the A.S. President-elect,
it was comprised mostly of student
politicians, according to Program
Board Advisor Ted Gehrke.
The current selection process of

recruitment is a definite improvement, Gehrke said.
"The main requirements for people who wish to be on the Program
Board is that he or she must have a
lot of energy and desire to work in
the entertainment business," he said.
"It is amazing the amount of people
we have on the Board who are that
way."
The Program Board members
also see greater opportunities for
expansion with the opening of the
Rec Center, Gehrke said.
Positions available include
Executive Director (the only position which does require experience),
Concerts Director, Assistant
Concerts Director, Classical Arts
Director, Lively Arts Director, Films
Director, Forums Director, and publicity and marketing people.
The Program Board, located on
the second floor of the Student
Union, can be reached at 924-6260.

BERRY BASH is BACK!

Shamask.
Guests privileged with VIP passes were entitled to a brief inside
view at the superficial glitter of the
people dbminating the inside forces
of fashion, along with the others
desperately wanting to be a part of
this glamorous world.
Potential female models , scantily
clad in their most provocative outfits, were latching themselves onto
store owners in hopes of winning
future modeling jobs.
High fashion attracts all types of
characters, like moths to a light.
Attending the party were the beautiful, the wealthy, and the bizarre.
Standing out of the crowd were
the people with rainbow hair and the
men wearing a fuller face of makeup than your average hooker.
But, all fashion fiends were
accepted at this party.
"Def Party ’89" was provocatively advertised in a manner that was
eye-catching to some, and orensive to others. Among those offended by the suggestive ad displaying
the back view of a nude man
propped up on his elbow, peeing
up between the knees of a clothed
woman model, was a non-profit
zhildren’s association receiving a
portion of the proceeds. The organization is not named in the controversial ad.
However, Uomo Vogue shopper
Christie Martin said the ad was
"appropriate to the audience that it
was trying to attract."
"The ad wasn’t run in any publications that children would readily
view," Martin said. "I can’t sec the
big fuss about it."
There was quite a large crowd
present to view the extravaganza of
expensive spring clothes deemed the
latest in fashion.
Model Scott Fey attended the
fashion show not to model, but
rather to keep an eye on the latest in
fashion.
Mike Dafferner Daily staff photographer
"The type of people that shop in
Uomo Vogue are fashion’s trend setters," Fey said. "The cutting edge of One designer offered an unusual shorts and suit combo
fashion is now in San Jose, and show were of high quality, chic, in
The money spent to obtain these
we’re comparable with New York."
many cases hand-made, and overall fashionable garments is well worth
The clothes displayed in the very expensive.
it, Fey said.

MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER PETER STEPHEN
LLOYD
BOYLE
FURST
KEATON
This morning they were playing ping-pong in the hospital rec room.
Now they’re lost in New York and framed for murder.
’Ibis was never covered in group therapy.
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Leaf’s satisfies springtime appetites

Joel Beers
The focus of this here column relates to anything entertaining. But
probably not what you think is entertaining, what your mommy thinks is
entertaining, and maybe not even what I think is entertaining. But someone must think it’s entertaining or else it wouldn’t be here.
First stop Rock ’n’ Roll
Department:
If you call yourself a rock fan, live in San Jose and didn’t catch
Saturday’s Graham Parker show at downtown’s Cactus Club, than you
should be shot. An artist of Parker’s stature playing at such a small venue
is definitely worth seeing.
The author of two of the best albums of the 70s, "Nowlin’ Wind," and
"Squeezing Out Sparks," Parker’s last album, 1988’s "The Mona Lisa’s
Sister," actually achieved some commercial airplay.
Blending Elvis Costello’s jaded lyrical outsight (not insight) with early punk’s working-class resentment and energy, Parker has always been a
musician poised on the edge of fame. Although his music has mellowed
over the years it has definitely gained in lyrical content.
One of the few modern artists to successfully merge rock’s fire to literacy, Parker’s decision to perform at the Cactus Club (which can fit anywhere from 300 to 500 people) has to be one of the high points of the
San Jose music scene this year.
Now if people start buying his records, Parker might finally be able to
move up to the big time. SJSU Roc Center, here he comes.
On the horizon for the South Bay is Jane’s Addiction, appearing at
Santa Clara’s One Step Beyond on April 12.
The hottest band to rise from amidst the L.A. mire since Jim
Morrison got kicked out of the Whisky A-go-go, Jane’s Addiction has to
be seen, and heard, to be believed.
With an incredible stage presence, coupled with music as biting and
hard as a safeload of LSD being dropped on your head, Jane’s Addiction
is new enough to be liked by Mr. and Ms. Trendy, and good enough to
stick around for more than a few years.
Next stop Academy Awards Department:
You know, next to eating peanut butter and spam sandwiches there’s
nothing I like more than watching the Academy Awards. Especially
when the awards refuse to follow an accepted "pattern" and honor the
best, Dustin Hoffman, and surprise the rest, Jodie Foster.
But it’s really no surprise that Foster got the nod. Being the incestuous
community that it is, Hollywood merely honored one of its own. It’s
called the Sally Field Complex. If an actor or actress can hang around
and act in horrible films/television shows, like Field’s "The Flying Nun,"
and "Gidget," than it’s a good bet that the academy will eventually
reward them.
Hoffman’s selection is a little easier to swallow. His best actor award
marks only the fouth time in Oscar’s history that a male has won twice.
The others: Spencer Tracy, Frederic March, and Marlon Brando. You can
thank me later for the trivia.
Departments’ Department:
Finally
Now introducing some of the hottest shows, seminars and presentations around, courtesy of SJSU academic departments.
April 5-8, Dance Concert
April 12, Latin Jazz Ensemble Concert
April 14, Concert Choir/Choraliers Concert
April 15, Opera Workshop Performance
April 20, SJSU Chamber Winds Concert, SJSU Guitar Ensemble
Concert, and Poetry Reading.
For information on any of the preceding music events call (408)
924-4662.
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By Phillip Best
Daily

stall writer

While spring is a time when most
things grow, there is one thing that
dies: heavy eating habits.
For some, the motivation comes
from the desire to shed unsightly
bulges. For others, the increasingly
warm weather causes the preference
of the palate to switch from meat
and potatoes insulation to a lighter,
fresher fare dominated by vegetables and fruits.
In either case, there is a new
restaurant downtown that can satisfy
the urge for healthier cuisine.
Leafs, in
the Pavilion, Restaurant
features a
salad and
Review
pasta bar
(S5.95) that
is perfect
for a sunny
luncheon.
There is a sign on the counter
telling customers to wait to be seated ignore it. Lunch at Leafs is
pleasantly informal, so help yourself
to a tray and some silverware.
However, before starting the stroll
past the vast array of edibles, there
is a sign that is more worthy of consideration. It reads, "Warning: eyes
will become bigger than stomach.
Good advice.
Co-owner and Chef Ken
Williams employs a nutritionist and
is very health-conscious about the
food he serves. However, it is an
all -you -can -eat situation, and
overindulgence can be painful.
The bar is divided into two main
sections. The first is a build-yourown salad station featuring all the
standard ingredients (lettuces, tomatoes, onions, sprouts, cucumbers,
mushrooms, broccoli, etc.) as well
as a few surprises, like baby zucchini squash. Williams said that as a
wider variety of produce becomes
available this summer, the salad bar
offerings will become more exotic.
The next stop is a combination of
combinations. Pasta concoctions
are the primary elements. Spaghetti
with broccoli and red peppers, egg
shells with green beans and black
olives, fusscli, spinach pasta and
my personal favorite rotelle and
red peppers seasoned with rosemary
and tarragon in Italian dressing.
There is also a variety of bean sal -

The ’exotic
mushroom’ soup is
deserving of its
name and highly
recommended.
ads, fruits and yogurts.
The hardest decision is yet to
come. There are 12 different dressings, six of which are low calorie,
to top off the mound that has buried
your plate. Again, there are the usual choices accompanied by a few
that are not as common, such as
honey mustard, cucumber onion and
gold Parmesan.
An extra 55 cents will also admit
you to the soup bar. The "exotic
mushroom" soup is deserving of its
name and highly recommended.
The combination of five different
kinds of mushrooms (Black
Chantrell, Japanese Golden Oyster,
Shitaki, Shimagi and Enoki) in a
creamy base is an experience in
decadence.
Daily lunch specials are also
available. Had I opted to order one
of these I could have chosen
between Chinese chicken salad and
bundt cake ($7.95), fresh Monterey
rock prawns on wild spring lettuces
and a linzer bar ($8.50), Italian
sausage lasagna and ginger bread
($7.25), or hot crab bake sandwich
and bundt cake ($6.95).
When it comes time to consume,
tables line a wall of large arching
windows that provide a view of other First Street establishments. Pale
pinks and pastel greens promote the
spring-time atmosphere of the decor.
Although the clientele is mainly
downtown business people, blue
jeans and tee shirts can also be spotted in the crowd.
The restaurant :.t. -vs: wine and
beer, but no hard liquor. Leafs is
also open for dinner Tuesday
through Saturday.
Students receive a 10 percent discount with identification, and Leafs
is also available for student functions.

NITAI

Shelley Scott Daily staff photographer

Customers help themselves to the vast salad bar at leaf’s, a
new restaurant in the Pavilion downtown.
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SPORTS

Johnson, Evans out for Spring;
quarterback job up for grabs,
Johnson and Evans will not affect
By Reggie Burton
Daily assistant sports editor
the teams preparation.
As the SJSU football team
"We have two capable running
begins their second week of spring backs in Danny Holmes and
drills, they will probably continue Sheldon Canley," Rasnick said.
without the services of last season’s "We already know what Johnny and
two top offensive performers.
Kevin can do, so the preparation
Running back Johnny Johnson will remain the same."
and slot receiver Kevin Evans are
Evans, who had two metal
both slowed by knee injuries and screws inserted into his right knee
will likely miss the entire spring during surgery on the femur, said
practice session.
the leg is feeling better and he plans
Johnson, an honorable mention to start jogging in several weeks.
All-American last season, is nurs"The leg looks better and better
ing a sore right knee. The junior
tailback said the extent of the injury with each x-ray, so I know its healisn’t known at this time, but it isn’t ing," said the junior slot receiver.
"The doctors want to do another
related to his participation on the
scope to find out how well the
Spartan basketball team this season.
Evans, who tied Johnson for the surgery went. After that I want to
team lead with 61 receptions, is do some running."
recovering from off-season knee
Evans’ 61 catches were good for
surgery and is likely to miss the 887 receiving yards and earned him
entire spring.
honorable mention All -America
SJSU
offensive honors.
coordinator/offensive line coach
Aside from the condition of his
Rick Rasnick said the absence of two star players, SJSU head coach

Claude Gilbert must be concerned
on the availability of his new
recruits.
SJSU, which traditionally
recruits from the junior college talent pool, continued that trend during
the recent signing period.
Replacing the 24 departed
seniors from last season’s 4-8 team
are 23 new prospects, with all
except one coming from the jurior
college ranks.
The difference between this
recruiting class and the previous one
is that 12 of the 1989 recruits are
available for spring practice. Last
season, only one-third of the recruits
were enrolled at SJSU and ready to
participate in the early practice
drills.
In this group, there are five players who received some type of All America recognition and four other
s who were all -state selections.
The most contested spot this
spring should be the quarterback
position.

Investigation of Rose
may have began in 1988
Major
CINCINNATI (Al’)
league baseball’s investigation of
Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose.
whose team opens the baseball season today against the Los Angeles
Dodgers. may have been under way
as early as last September, according
to a published report.
Linda Knatat, classified advertising director of The Sporting News,
told The Cincinnati Enquirer that the
publication declined advertising
from Rose’s Hit King Marketing
Inc. last September after making
background checks, including one in
which a major league baseball official revealed the investigation was in
progress.
Mike Bertolini. who ran Hit King
Marketing, had approached the publication about advertising for a January memorabilia show in Atlantic
City featuring Rose and the II living
players who had hit at least 500
home runs.
Knatat said The Sporting News
routinely does 26 background checks
before accepting advertising from
memorabilia dealers.
In the course of the checks, she
said a baseball official told her of the
Rose investigation.
Jim Small, a spokesman in Commissioner Peter Ueberroth’s office,
denied anyone in the office told Knatat of a Rose investigation.
" That is not true. We will categorically deny that took place." Small
said.
Small would neither confirm nor
deny that the investigation into Rose
for "serious allegations’’ was in progress last September.
"I can’t confirm it: I can’t deny
it." he said. "We are not saying
anything about this (investigation)
until it is over. ’
Background checks on advertisers
are fielded in one of two departments,
in the commissioner’s offices: security, headed by Kevin Hallinan, or
licensing, directed by Kevin White,
The Enquirer said.
Tom Bamidge. editor of The
Sporting News, said Thursday he

MAE
THU
C01101.4110A

CAMERA ONE 366 S. I st 294.3800

VCR

REPAIR

Max
Labor
for VCR
Special Student Pnce
Free Estimates
Includes head cleaning
Parts not included
3 7 1- 2 3 60
PRO VIDEO SERVICE
1916 Camden Ave at New Jersey

From $2 0

-$60

The Post Office Alternative
"UPS/DHL Delivery
’First Class
’Gift Wrapping
’Ship anywhere
in the U.S
’Mailbox rentals
6 --

COMPLETE WITH SHOES

Members fitted at house
Delivered 1 day before event
Pierre Cardin-Christian Dior-After Six

Applications available at:
Financial Aid Office
Wahlquist South 275
For info. call: 924-6063

San Jose
5677-A Snell Ave.
224-8391
1807 E. Capitol Exp.
2711 1891

4,11,0.

West Box Office
A

Full Service

1

Ticket Agency ,

Milpitas
Milpitas Town Center
263-4503

Chomi-Ary

Organic Chemists
Sandoz Crop Protection. Zoecon Research Institute, a coin
pany widely recognized for excellence In agrIchemical re
search, is seeking scientists with a genuine commitment to
chemical research
Responsibilities include the synthesis and characterization of
novel compounds as part of a program to develop environmen
tally compatible pest control agents.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Knatat said Jansen once had a licensing agreement to represent Rose
in the sale of autographs. She said
Janszen. now serving a sentence in a
halfway house here for la% e%asion.
arranged for a 52 -week advertising
rate with The Sporting News but
pulled out after "six or seven
weeks 1.
"It flopped." Knatat said. "His
(Rose’s) products just don’t sell.’
Rose is being investigated for his
betting activities. He could be suspended for up to a year if it is pro% en
he bet on baseball and for life should
any bets have been placed on games
involving the Reds.

4/7/89
BOBBY BROWN
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
AIDS
BENEFIT 5/27/89
STARRING: THE GRATEFUL DEAD
HUEY LEWIS & THE NEWS
TRACY CHAPMAN

These positions require a BS/MS degree in organic chemistry
with at least one to two years experience Applicants should
have expertise in modern methods for the synthesis, separation
and characterization of organic compounds
For consideration please apply at or send resume to

Sandoz Crop
Protection
Corporation

49 East San Fernando
Located near Campus Between 2nd and 3rd
Charge by phone

Zoecon Research Institute
Human Resources Dept
975 California Avenue
Palo Alto. CA 94304-1104
E0E/AA

286 -2 60 0

THEATER, SPORTS, CONCERTS

CANRAILPASS

inlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlimited imagination.
here’s never been a bet, . iiine to see Canada by train.
Now, with VIA Rail’s new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It’s your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style.

The romance
of train travel

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
.freedom to move around and opportunities to meet other traveling adventurers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natdral
choice. Don’t forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new
friends you’ll make!

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility
The moment you own a Canrailpass
the moment you own the country.
You may travel anywhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want. Canrailpass i s designed for
the ’plan as you go’ traveler. You can
even add days pnor to your first departure
IS

U

cover the country
As Canada’s passenger train network,
VIA Rail has over 11,100 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities It’s a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can

D

For complete details, call your travel
agent or VIA Rail in the following
states:
1 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, C0,10, KS,

TNTRAHC

8 DAYS

VIA trains
TO -COAST

15 DAYS

11273---

UP TO A MAXIMUM
Of 15 EXTRA DAYS
I$4 25/day
UP TO A MAXIMUM
Of 7 EXTRA DAYS

MARITIME
EASTERN
WESTERN

S 59 00
$13500
$14400

N/A
N/A
N/A

$4 25/cloy
$A 25/day

LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY
1 800 361-3677: CT, NY, RI
1 800 387-1144 AR,1A, IL, IN, MI, MN,
MO, OH, WI
1 800 561-3949: Al., DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT; WV

$4 25/day

Ail
S cOd, bosed co.
puoterl
,r,oelno I.nds N, et ,vb,e,,o dromp d.e

W116

Canada’s Passenger Doan Network

/HAIL BOXES ETC. USA

$39.95

Deadline: Monday, April 24, 1989

Hit King Marketing is one of a
number of firms that has sold Rose
Premier
Another,
memorabilia.
Sports, run by former Rose associate
Paul Jansten, purchased an advertisement in the March 30. 1989.
issue of Sports Collectors Digest offering "authentic Pete Rose collectibles, including autographed Mi/ono bats, autographed balls and
pictures.

A

5 Town & Country Village
296-3303
lio=San Jose

Mardajon Tuxedos

Real Estate Scholarships available for
minority and disadvantaged students
enrolled in CSU programs towards the
real estate industry.

"The bottom line is that the show
was going to be held in a casino,"
Bamidge said.
He said the Sporting News has a
policy against accepting advertising
that pertains to gambling. The
weekly newspaper does not carry
betting lines or odds of any kind

Dads/ staff photographer

FRATERNITIES

"California State University-Real Estate
and Land Use Institute" Real Estate
Scholarship and Internship Grant Program

was not aware of baseball’s tii esti
gallon of Rose until the commissioner’s announcement on March 20.
Barnidge said ad% ertising was denied Hit King Marketing for other reasons.

STUDENT NIGHT - 3.50

NICIMIN ON
THE Vri!Gr
PAP, NT,

Shelley Scott

ilium. The Spartans began spring drills Tuesday .
Friday was the team’s first scrimmage.

SJSI ’’s Tony Jeffery makes a leaping catch during
a spring intra squad 51’
age at Spartan Sta

.!1
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SJSU cracks national top 20;
Reed qualifies for NCAA meet

phrit

daj

Brian Reed, a senior on 5.151-, 20th -ranked gymnastics team, works through his rings routine.

By Sean Mulcaster
Daily Sports Editor
The education of the SJSU gymnastics team reached its final phase
at the Pac-10 conference championships last week. And even though
the grades weren’t straight A’s, they
were more than adequate to put the
Spartans on the national gymnastics
map.
SJSU’s seventh place finish in the
Pac-10 conference finals, regarded
as the strongest league in the country with seven teams in the top 20,
earned the Spartans the No. 20 position in the final season rankings.
It was the first time in the
school’s history that the gymnastics
team has finished in the top 20.
Brian Reed, the eldest member
of SJSU’s young gymnastics team,
qualified for the NCAA regional
meet in Lincoln, Neb. April 12-13
with a third place finish on the
parallel bars. Reed, a 5 -feet-8 inch,
140 -pound senior business major,
scored a 9.53 to earn the third of
four spots for the regional
competition,
"It’s incredible what he did,"
said SJSU’s second -year coach,
Doug Van Everen. "The people
we’re competing against (Stanford,
UCLA, Cal -Fullerton) are the best
in the country."
As a team, Van Everen said the
win -loss record wasn’t that impresLisa Isaacs Daily staff photographer sive, but with a team dominated by
freshman and sophomores, the proReed qualified for the NCAA regional meet with a
gram is on the rise.
third place finish in the paralell bars event.

OSU rules Sanders
ineligible for 1989
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) Oklahoma State officials say Heisman
Trophy winner Barry Sanders is ineligible to return now that he plans to
skip his senior season and play in the
NFL next fall.
"He’s through ... We are declaring him ineligible for 1989," Oklahoma State athletic director Myron
Roderick said Thursday in Stillwater. "We’re 100 percent behind him
and we’ll be watching him as he develops as a pro. He’s a great kid and
has done a great job for us.’’
Roderick said it was his understanding that even if Sanders. who in
1988 rushed for 2.628 yards and
scored 39 touchdowns. both NCAA
records, chose not to play in the
NFL that he could not return to play
in college.
Sanders status with the NFL.
however, is not clear.
A true junior. he is ineligible for
either the regular or supplemental
drafts without a special exemption
from Commissioner Pete Rorelle.
NFL spokesman Joe Browne said
Ronk has granted about six of
those exemptions a year for the past
20 years. mostly to players who
were never drafted.
Ronne declined to comment during last week’s NFL owners’ meeting on Sanders’ status, but Browne
said in New York on Thursday that
the league has received a request
from Sanders for special eligibility
in the April 23 draft.
Sanders’ application now indicates he willropt for the regular draft,
although he could also go into one of

MAC & PC
RENTALS
DAY

WEEK MONTH

10% Discount vv/ this ad

Computers To Go
746-2945
539 S. Murhpy S’Vale

yE

!.- AUTORMTAL

"WE RENT FOR LESS
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from 519 95
VisaileAC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement. 21
8 minutes from campus
10% discount for S J.S U
Students, faculty, et Staff
on weekly 6 monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San JOAO CA. 95111
(408)281-46(36

HOTEL EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE

in
the two supplemental drafts
July and September.
However, if he is turned down and
forced to challenge the ruling in
court, he might have to wait for the
latter, causing him to miss most or
all of training camp.
Sanders, who attended an Oklahoma State athletic fund-raiser late
Thursday in Oklahoma City, had no
comment on his pending announcement.
William Sanders, however, said
his son’s decision to join the NFL
came after he learned league officials were not likely to challenge his
attempt to turn pro.
"One of the men who told us the
NFL would not fight it also told me
two or three weeks ago that (outgoing Commissioner Pete) Rotelle
was going to retire," Sanders said.
Sanders was introduced by Oklahoma State coach Pat Jones at the
fund-raiser as the "greatest running
back in college football history."

The Doubletree Hotel at the Santa Clara
Convention Center is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:

BELLPERSON
Full Time, Day Shift, DMV
Printout Required.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
General Maintenance skills. Hotel exp.
preferred, flexible hours.
BEVERAGE SERVER
For our popular Chips Nightclub.
6 months previous experience required.
Apply in person! Human Resources Dept.,
5101 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara.

DOUBLETREE HOTEL
SANTA CLARA
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

hampered by a back injury during
the conference finals.
"It was hard in September," Van
Eve= said. "Most of the guys we
had were like high school gymnasts.
We had our ups and downs, but the
freshman shined this year."
Van Everen competed at
Fullerton State and graduated in
1987 before taking the job at SJSU.
He took up the sport at what he
considers a late age in life, his
sophomore year of high school.
Along with assistant coach Dave
Juszzyk, they shaped a group of
raw talent into a potentially champi"They’re all a bunch of hot onship-caliber team.
dogs," he said with a laugh. "I tend
"We were fortunate that we didn’t
to keep a more modest outlook have any bad injuries over the
about the whole thing, but I’ll be whole season," Van Everen said. "I
ready."
worked them hard. I wouldn’t let
For the NCAA regional meet, them slow down or bail out. We
Reed said he’s going to stay with a kept it going and it’s paid off."
routine that’s familiar.
With the Top 20 ranking, it could
"I don’t really feel nervous yet," be the shot in the arm the program
he said. "I’m sure I will, but it will
needs.
be a standard routine with nothing
"This is going to be a great boost
new,,,
for SJSU," Reed said. "SJSU has
Entering the season, Van Everen
been coming through the ranks over
had a modest outlook as well.
the past couple of years. Everyone
Going into the Pac-10 meet, three
should be very proud of what we’ve
guys had a shot to qualify for the
accomplished."
NCAA, according to Van Everen,
Last week, two members of the
On the rings, Andy Tate, who women’s gymnastics team qualified
scored a season high 9.7 in the for the NCAA Western Regional
event, scored a 9.3 and did not qual- Gymnastics Championships,
ify.
Kriss Miller and Cheryl Sanwo
Brian O’Hara was nationally - competed in the individaul
ranked until the final two weeks of competion Saturday at CSU
the season in the vault event but was Fullerton,

Reed, who took up the sport in
his hometown of San Diego nine
years ago, was relieved about qualifying but not entirely satisfied with
his performance at the conference
finals.
"I had a disappointed meet at the
Pac-10," Reed said. "It felt good to
qualify anyway with the performance I had. We’re in the West, so
you have to do a lot to get the job
done."
Having seen most of the competition during the season, Reed
knows what he’s up against.

- FREE
2nd Set of Prints!
Bring in your color
film for developing &
printing at the regular
price.... Get a Second
Set of Prints

FREE!
Kodacolor Fuji or other standard color print film
110. 126. 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Prints are dated

Owl SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR
Offer expires

4/13/89

A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.
Wth a name like Educaid
there’s only one thing we can
dospecialize in student
loans. This makes Educaid
unique among student lenders. We’ve made a business of
servicing students’ special
needs. It’s all we do. That’s
why we’re the best. And that’s
why you can depend on us for
that special, personal touch
when you need it.

Educald knows you can’t
watt for your money. You
need it now. From the moment
we receive your loan application, we’re fighting the clock
to get you your money fast.
Educald can save you
money, too. Y.)ti don’t pay
interest on interest while
you’re continually enrolled in
school. Educaid capitalizes the
interest (adds it to the principal) on your SLS only once
at graduation.

See your [’MAL, I

\

If you’re eligibie
ask
Loan (GSL) or an
for Educaid. Or give us a call:

Educaid
Sacramento: (916) 446-1626
Toll Free in CA: (800) 443-7667
Outside CA: (800) 642-9955
3301 C Street, Suite 100-A
Sacramento, CA 95816

Oiler limited to standard silt color prints
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Rock and roll roundup
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THE PAST. fUr
AND
PRESENT
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KOME Radio morning
team Mazy and Bob took
their show on the road to
the Car Stereo Company at
Stevens Creek Bouleyard
and Saratoga, photo far
left. Bob, with microphone,
and Mazy left their mark on
their station’s billboard.
Passers-hy. watched their
shenanigans, photo left, as
passers-by listening to all
the fun on the radio honked
their response.
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knoll
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she said
1{111 tile sl/Illellt. &Cl/sit/11 11/ 11116.
.1 lest/WM/II M.0111t1 hinge Oil the
strength .if the resolution’s lari
griage. akcording to K irmsse
The resolution ss I mid lase to
dIlltale a strring Is skiiikled statement
that the -legislatis v. intent tot the of
Ile%

Condom
/ rot/rpm:, /
Sonic students support campus
condom sending machines
in Eliot of it. said Gas in
Fanner. a senior majoring Ill 1114.111,
trial design "Those ,ire appropi late
locations tor those at the last !Hulot,.
ho !night neekl and I ind

tication distil is as that students
C
till’ Fight to counsel and the LSI is
abung
si
that intent... she said
Pettis. his aide. and Flakk kiis
%%mild ssink from SIM student oil]
eels 11111111 in detetniming the (hoist
ot the resolution. she said
litit the language is I iuld
del
nitelv ct,111C 00111 the
1-4,1%1/kills salt]
Ihie CSSA k 111 ifleet to ,ippiose
support ol a resolution in \pril. lie
said.
.1Ithough still in the planning
stage.. there are seseral S11)2.1.1eS11011,
"floating around... Kionsse said
-The goal is tor the students to
hase the riplit to skitinsel. and ans,
was 551,’can .14.111454.’ 111,11 is the snits
to go.’ she suit
Student
supporters
anticipate
1,h.tade, in gaming support lot the
bill because of the CM...strength.
"It ss ill Ise klitticult.- Ilastkins
said in I-ehruars "CSt IN 1.101114 to
he strong ls opposed iii II

I- fon? paVe I

It M, 111 dOst S2.00010 demolish the
current pump base N earls S:41.1NNI
ii ii he spent on ness tountam L0111
ponent5. including pipes. conduit.
and mechanical and electrical
About 52.1,000 ii ill he spent to in
stall a nes’, hase
Additional t kinds to make up the
dittereiice is 111 come from selling en
erased brick. to mtetested donors
The bricks cost 525 each and has e
the donor’s name Of a personal message ’minas ed upon them
The v is ill he set :thing the edge lit
the fountain in .1 15 ,,k,ning ring 1,.4
from the center An inner run/ of
plain bricks will cos en the ’M1111,1111
base. and is ill he undcrw ater at all
times.
All donors ho has e already sent
their pledpes skill he gisen commonmatli e bricks
Discussions 1.44, place beRN eel/
R Inge and the 11111efsIt’s architect.
the SW N group. about keeping the
current pup
m and filter to reduce the
Hi es Cr. keeping the machincst
o
ery %km. no longer an option because
b01/1 are neat!
old. [tinge
said
N rumor prohlem that 11111/4 S1111 he
’dealt sk ith. Ringe said. is exactls
’where the school \s ill get the \sato
Evaporation and vi ind loss %%mild
.cause ahout three gallons ot is Iter
-he lost daily . he said
7 With atato restrictions placed on
Iirgani.eatirills
because
of
the
dniuglit kmge said an alternative
must he found to present the universitv trom hong penah/ed
One such opium Is using reclaimed or used skater. sailed "gray
%sitter.- sshich is generally water
used for othei purposes first.
The senate unanimously voted to
appropriate the St 0,INNI
’Usk! issues, of discussion arose
during the meeting.
The first dealt with A.S liability
resulting from the $10.000 donation.
The second point of discussion involved whether the A.S. would be
asked to donate more money in case
of cost overruns.
Binge told the A.S. that its fears
.oil both points were unwarranted
:
11111versit would be liable for all
?mili es. he said, and with pledge
,dollars sonstantly coming in. the
fountain would have a steady, albeit
income.
.slow source of additional

Highwater was also an ad, 1,1 is.
television producer and dun liii is lILT
tor Bill Moyers for the PBS sei
adapted from the late Joseph Camp
use ones, art was an intrinsk part of hell’s hook, "The Poser of Myth. He closed the speech with a quote
the culture, he added. It WaS so
much so. that the artist was not em- that he felt would demonstrate to the
phasiied.
crowd the importance of know
Examples include cave paintings about other cultures, or "realities
In Lev, is CarrolTs hook. "Alice in
and art produced by native Americans, where there is no signature or Wonderland.- Alice meets a
other symbol identifying the artist, corn, something she thought %kJ,
he said.
part of her fantasy.
Among others, Highwater is the
When each acknowledges this
author of "The Primal Mind," made existence of the other. she
into an award -winning Public Broad- "Well. I’ll tell you what Mr.lili
casting Service series that was co
com, now that we know that Vre both
produced bv the author. His essays evist. I’ll try very hard to believe in
have been reviewed by such authors you if you try very hard to belieVe ill
as Studs Terkel and Kurt Vonnegut.
me. -

Author: Americans isolated
10111 pilge

rigid geometric shapes, demonstrating nature as something to be controlled and molded.
"We are no better or no worse
than the cities and communities we
build." Nieto% titer said.
He also stressed the importance of
art and artists in society.
"Without art, we are alone,"
Highwater said. "We are the only
cis ilization in the history of the
world in which artists has e lir) place.
Imagination is considered v
In other cultures. especialli primi-

FREE Pregnancy Tests
(results while you wait)

8th Robert E. Levinson Memorial Lecture
Pluralism or Religious Coercion:

I don’t see anything is tong 1111i
./.111.1 Michelle I hagons . st.111,1
111:110r11112 in English
"Consentinp adults has,. the
tight... she addekt ’liesikles
makes sense .
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that he and the students ssould con
lintie to light for the riplit to an allot.
ney . she
The (*SSA and reptesentatis es
!rum constituent tuns cisme. has e
been lobby inn the legislarnie tor pa.. .ape It the hill tot ses era’ months
miss.
But students involved in the lobby
lime consistently e vpressed c o n
cerns about ,u pubernatoi Lit Selo ;Hid
the vlitEctilti o r a.. .m ing the tiso
thirds sote needed in Nall housesiii
III C111111: 100
We.,0 gist uhotut aSlIled 111
s etil.
si nisse said.
I )ciikinelian will inev itahls side
Is ith the CSI, ,. since lie is k half-111On
oh Ills’ bOald of trustees, she said

Speaker:

Abortion to 24 weeks

Which Way Israel?

18
Dr. Hillel Shuval. Professor of Environmental
Health Hebrew University and Chairman of
HEMDAT The Council for freedom of Science.
Religion and Culture.
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"Reno
April 22 and 23.

A fun -filled excursion to Reno on a luxury bus.
Leave 10 a.m. Saturday, return 6 a.m. Sunday in between, you have over 8 hours to gamble,
dine, see shows, or whatever your heart desires.
Sign up with a friend and double your fun!

Cost: $35 student $39 nonstudent
Includes 2 way transportation and valuable coupons.
Sign up in A.S. Business Office, main floor. Student Union.
If you have any questions, call Cami Poque at 924-5961.

quality,

Med-Cal & Ins.. Visa

confidential

care

appts. Counseling services
Huge savings on Birth Control Pills

Sat.

Pregnancy

Concultation

Center

39150 State Street, Fremont
San Jose
also in Oakland Pleasant Hill
San Francisco Sacramento

THE SPRING
GOLD RUSH IS ON!
$75 $50 $25
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Order your college ring NOW
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790-3334

Tuesday. April 4 at 8:00pm
University Room , 7th and San Carlos
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SEARTAN BOOKSTORE
Today - APRIL 5111
MON.-THUR. 10AM-6PM
DEPOSIT: $20.00
(408) 924-1800

FRI

IOAM-5PM

Payment Plans Available
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Meet with your Jostens representative for full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore
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Police blame gang members
for two attacks in Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES (API - A man
who refused to give up his car while
stopped at a red light was shot to
death and a teen-ager man was
stabbed for refusing to hand over his
football jacket in separate attacks police blamed on gang members.
Vincent Rogers. 23. of Los Angeles died early Thursday after being
shot when he refused to give up his
Cadillac to two reputed gang members who approached him while he
was stopped at a traffic light in ganginfested South Central Los Angeles,
police Detective Don Watson said.
After the shooting, a woman pas-

Bloom County

Berke Breathed
ANICwiiPmo5r
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senger took the wheel of the car and at County-USC Medical Center,
drove to a nearby police station, and where he was listed in serious condiRogers was taken to Martin Luther tion, a hospital official said.
King Jr. -Drew Medical Center. He
The three men asked Pena where
died after surgery. Watson said. Police said Rogers’ assailants were be- he was from. a question meaning
which gang he was affiliated with.
lieved to be local gang members.
About an hour later, in the nearby and he replied "from nowhere...
city of Cudahy, Felix Pena, of Hunt- Richards said.
ington Park was stabbed in the face.
abdomen and arm after refusing to
Authorities said football jackets
sun-ender his Dallas Cowboys footall and baseball caps have become popjacket to three reputed gang mem- ular in recent years among many
bers. Bell -Cudahy police Detective gang members because the colors
and team initials also symholi/e
George Richards said.
Pena underwent surgery Thursday gang names.
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Yuppies accused of planning crimes
ROWLAND HEIGHTS (API Members of a newly discovered Filipino "yuppie gang" go to school.
earn impressive grades, drive Vol VOW and hold meetings to plan their
crimes, authorities allege.
Earlier this month. several members of the group allegedly conspired
to kill a rival gang member in Walnut, but wounded two relatives instead, authorities said.

The reputed gang members were
arrested for investigation of attempted murder, conspiracy to commit murder and committing a felony
to aid a gang, said Thomas Falls. a
Los Angeles County assistant district
attorney.
"’Yuppie gang members’ is not
such a had description of them,"
Falls said. "This isn’t ghetto

Those who were most shocked by
the arrests were the youths’ parents,
Falls said.
"The vast majority of the parents
didn’t even know their kid was in a
gang. That ama/ed me." he said.
"When you get a group to go out
and shoot two people ... you have
fairly sophisticated people involved
in the gang. Where were the parents
when the meetings were going on?

crime."
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AVON SALES -- Buy
Eern x.tra income
sell to you’ at
America - Do your

or sell Avon.
or ailt0* me to
beauty co in

shopping with
Avon’ Avoid crowds & let me
serve you %CT 8311.530 Jane
251.5942

DISC JOCKEYS WANTED’ Pert tirne
mobile
DJ
positrons
open
$1000 hr
no experience .c eatery
0242

Call Mr

19.6

408-734-

PARTTIME
GCM has
openings lor 3 delivery persons
You need your own crd You can
work 1 to 7 day
week We offer
excellent pay. bonuses, and mile-

age reimbursement II you know
your way around Santa Clara
County. call us or an appointment 453.5838
DRIVERS

NEEDED Good PT lob
great pay Pleas* call Tele-wailers
at 280.1900 ask for Rick

DYNAMIC
FREE VISA MASTERCARD 8 SEARS
application for college students’
Just send
self *themed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4111 St , Box
5. Philadelphia Ps 19147 Apply
today for your future.
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, Want
good coverage you can afford,
We have queen/ plans at low
prices Monthly terms available
Call Mark Fillce at (408)943.9190
for no obligotion quote
RE-ENTRY WOMEN I am doing
study on marital satisfaction S reentry women It you re married
/Mending college & would be in.
*rested In participating. call
Heidi al 297-t320 It the machine
answers. please to*e your name
phone no
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll Now’ Ssv, your tooth, eyes
and Money loo Cleanings end office visits at no charge For brochure see AS office or Student
Health Center or call (408)371.11 in San Jose

& SALES
Coordinators and National Mar.
ketIng DIrmlors needed
You
choose your Income. 1ei0e1
904-0868

Bob

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl businesses 6 Investors sae*
foreign nationals with Ural hind
knowledge of economic, Duelness. scientific II polttical condilions In home country for consult.
IN assistance For into mind
resume to RCS Int 1,700 St Marys
Pi
Sulte
1400 San Antonio,
TO 78205 or 900-6254020 Est 656
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Part-lirne 5500-02,000
month
No experience necessary Call
Mark or John Jr (408)295-4731
LIFEGUARDS

year
SEASONAL
round positions evallable now
Salary Lifegutrads S5 50-0640 hr
Pool
Managers 57 00-58 SO hr

Call 942.2470
OCEANOGRAPHY -INTRO Immediate
tutor 4 hrs wkly $50 Call Ann
408-720-5150
(10-4),
879-0340
eves
OFFICE

400.975-2003

MARKETING

ASSISTANT

NEEDED

-

Something for every IN 0000 Ror *nee.
triendship
sdventure

marl Duff. Include cashiering. phones, Ming
and ten-key For Into call Carol or

L.. your message or you can
hoar Si. messages horn others

SIM at Russell’s Furniture (40*
295-7393

try it. you II be glad you did Call
daily,
Messages
change frequently Only $2
any toll

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month.horne month Call

SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD

AUTOMOTIVE
B UY A NEW CAR he.* free for less
money You pick the model. make
end occessories We find you the
best deal. no obilgetIon Independent broker, references cell KEN
.1 728-0839

Wknds only 559

(005) 662.7555. ext S-1002
PASSPORT UNLIMITED Is hiring tor
Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
4 star restaurants
25 brisk
$15000 guarenteed

Kevin 72/-

89132
SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part time security

SEIZED CARS. trucks. boats. lobed.
ens. motorhomos. by FBI. IRS.
DEA Available your K. now

oil shMs Full part time
evening dace. server. We will
train Apply In person Mon.Fri,

Call (605) 882.7555, xt C.1255

7130 Meridian An.. San
9
Jose AcohNts. Inc

68 DODGE COI ). 5 speed. !excellent
Condition New tires $405000
Call (408)294-8049

SETS.

NEW"

BEDS.

Twin $. full $89, queen 5129,
king 0188 You get both places
Plunk.. $129 Bertflrernes avail.
eble now if your bed isn t giving
you the comfort or the upport
you las why not get a new bed,
Our beds ere very comfortable
cheap Cell 945-8558
REPOSSESSED VA A IWO HOMES
evellable front government from
St without credit check Your re
pair Also lax delinquent foreclosures Call (805) 082-7555. eel H1513 for repo list your sr.
TREK 1500 RACING BIKE 52cm Alum
800
SIS
ShImeno
From*,
0,500 obo Andy 925-1392

HELP WANTED
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA
TORS needed on gravoyd hlft
and weekend shift (28-10 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs mach or
fr.effibly an or equhr rod in
the sciences or computer prog
Must be U $ cfftreff, We otter
Call
rein.
educetIon
100%
415 493-1800. x445, VARIAN
CHEER UP, I’m hiring Due to expansion. I need more poop* to earn
9190 to 6500 week for pert tkre
phone promotion
hours doing
bonuses We
Guaranteed salary

bleb

STUDENT KITCHEN HELPERS - Pert
erre, most be able to work Mon
evenings Call 292-7303 for more
info

FOR SALE
MATTRESS

officer

Call Da. 408.727-0447

AVAIL POSMONS
Full and pert lIme
ABLE
tnen.mrep
positions available, Northern

CHO DCARE

GINN.* Nannies, 175 Sort *Nonlo Rd. Suite 112. Los Altos, Cs
94022, (415) 949-2933
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed el r.Identlal
adolescents with
young .hrits
related dlsablllllfl Furl
autism
end pert rime positions oven..
Sterling 9e54 25 hr Cell (406)
448-3953
GROUP HOME for eu
COUNSELOR
listic cheek. Orrhn
tor psych, op* , ad. and related
Molds FT and PT Coll WE 9-0
377-3412 or 377-1404
DFLIVERYMALLOONS PT 5-dove
Newt macoacancy Apply in person
saffh DWI printout el 1383 L Incoln

TELEMARKETING,
SETTING

APPOINTMENT

Part

time
$200 wk
POSSIBLE, doily cash Walking
distance from comp.. friendly
Al.
stratosphere
supportive
ternoon a evening shifts svelte., Good .1. & personalIty
Cali BIAS .1 290-3033
TELEMARKETING, $4 SO hr
bonuses Appt setting day eve. PT
S Be.orn Ave S
298-5439

3

Call Todd at

36-011hr to start SO poshlons Reception Security, no sop .< FT PT,
day swing gram shirts
Weekly
pay dental rned benetha We are
looking for blandly peopN to
won

in

GUARD

1.11.tech

probe 247.7486. 335 S Baywood
Ave . San Jose
EXAM FILES Iran Prof..rs through
out the USA Exam problems vratli
the professors own detailed solulions Mulled* for 8 Engineering
courses. Calculus. EIT. Dill Eons
1ln Mg. Chiain, 0.Cluent Physics
& more 23 different books available et Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) and Roberts Bookstore
LATE NIGHT WITH SJSU T.Shirts are
back’ April 3ral-lth in front of Me
Student Union For Into call 2889680

Campus Christian Canter. 10th &
San Carlos For more information
about .tivItles, call Rey Norb
FIrnheber at 296-0204
TABLE FOR TWO, White male. 30
seeks hems* companion to share
plan, motorcycles riding. car
r.es, concerts, end outdoor fun
P0 Boa 6852. Son Carlos 94070
T-SHIRTS - Make money for your
SISU Club, Fraternity or Sorority
by selling custom silk screened T.

nice home O.
block from dome. Furnished
parking
0255 nio
Interested?
2.41953

ROOM FOR RENT in a nice house, lull
er.nffires & privileges, IS min
from campus w genge spice call
2313.31101

PERSONALS

SOUTH BAY
406-976-2002
BULLETIN BOARD
Now there
Is fast, easy way to meet quality
pew. In the privacy of your
horn, it. so easy’ Whao you call.
you will be told how to leave your
own message or hoar *Iv different
messages left by others There
are messagee from poop* with all
types of interests When you hear
something you like, give that person a call That’s It’ Call today $2
toe!? any

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving, rinsing,
tweezing or using ch..* depilltortes Let me permanently remore your unwented half (chin,
Perini, tummy, moustache. etc
15% drecount to students and fay.
Lffty Call before June I 1.9 and
gel your first sod at I 2 price
’Unwented Hair Di.ppeors Wily
My Care Gwen Chelgren, R F,
5593500. 1645 5 Bscom Ave.
orC -Heir Today Go. Tomo,

DESKTOP

PUBLISHING

Brochures,

SERVICES

fryers.

prep/rice

HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all fte4ds up to mecutives We
ohm 20 postscript law printed
copies of your new.. Mus 20
matching enyMopeit for lust 330.
FI.11.
FREE DELIVERY
*stns. (41 SI9414-9183
Join WSFCU -

Your student Credit
union-benefit* Include TultIon.

Books.Computer Loans
pellttve Savings Rat.
Check Writing Cashing

CornFr.

Daily Interruption

Manu
lecturer’s Hanover GSL S Vaittoble Member, Privileges Call
947.7273 or drop by our office at
tith and San Servs.,

MONEY FOR STUDENTS), We match
students with available fl.nclerl
old regardless of erodes or *only
Income Let our unique compute

TWA OFFEFFIS SJSU STUDENTS 10i.
On nywhern any fare Purchase

sMokiNG
stAilky!

your TWA student disc ounl card
now Also ask aboul TWA GET
AWAY credit card Call Andy at

summer crenernontes
Lemon* 257.7923

Cali

Pl.

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
deb. Michel. formerly of KSJS
You ve got the pony, we’ne gel
the monk! Selorvel Productions
provides a wide varkely of music
tor your wertiang perly or dance
el re.oneble rel. Call Doan.
or Phil et 27041410 or 922.7359

All calls
conffdentlel Call collect 919-822
1225

RE’
EDITING,
PROOFREADING.
SE ARCHII Ourselty work Cell DEE

ECCLES* ONOST1CA SACRAIRENTORUN For grwellcd religion le
God’s eon. of Rivulet’’, not

SEWING MOD ALTERATIONS Camel
and wintry over, speed:kw In

men Inehlence on dogma Cote
Orate Met mystery Nett us at
Mims, open to efl, 3 P H Sundays

ereddIngo, formal, Mc RE ASONA
ISLE RATES, *WIN work In WIC
at Glen one toff Merle at 548-

II the VIvon Chapel of the lid
United Methodlel Church, 24 N
5th St. Son Jose. We oleo train

T-SHIRTS to. freternitne, eorerdes.
club& Wei.. Custom screen

clergy, both me* and tenni., who
Owe our vision For further info,
meads, sell 374.7498etrenlngs

printing . shins. weed, end
toceete GuMIty work al roman.
SAM DISCOUNTS
OM Mee

!Lee-manes

CLINIC -- Unwanted
helr removed forever Semi.*
own
your
very
Conn...,

AAAA-ACCURACY.

OR

ARO,

Even

tf

(

ACHIEVEMENT.
ACKNOWL-

ACCOUNTABILITY.

anleed. Thank

Laugh Lines

W anda Folk
/--

PROFESSIONAL

WORD
PROCESSING Outck and reasonable
Fast turnaround Letter quality

’NE EASTERHOG

u MENNEN
ATE Au_lan

SIITRIKES AP** ’

Call Shelly (408)247.7520
MOS1Ms0

AAH. WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Gr..

I
N....-ct
-----...-

Nate and underfeed Resumes,
term pawn. theses, reports of all
kinds Student rates or Under -

-

zaWill

Oa

Classified

Only rS intrudes from campus

ality Call Psm at (408) 225-5025 or
(408)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professlonsi word processing
with Laser printer Thee., term
papers, group protects. etc All
tormsts

le. grads, so cell us with pesters.
reports.

theses

(asp

SI 75 page

Science),

protects welcome Student rates.
7 min Inn campus nr MO& McKee

tence structure (knowledgable on
Turablan. APA, & Campbell for,
mats) Equiprnoni used Word
ConsiderPer1.I
able busIness experience and for.

ANN’s WORD PROCESSING Thies.
Reports - Letters No time to type
your paper, Call Mary Ann at

WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Available night

(10

Branham area. Phone 264-4504

P2923-2309

Ann’s, Santa Clara, 241.5490

spaced

CALL MRS MORTON it 208-9448 lor
EDITING IL WORD PROCESSING
of herrn paparareceerch protects
& resumes Will gladly asslo tr.
grernmer. punctuation, and sen-

area) To ensure
completion
on
your
paper’s
schedule re.rve your thre early

1 SECRETARY

APA

Including

double

pitch) Quick return Transcription
Almaden.
smelled.
.rvices

etc .1 751-0445
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL 055k.
loppublishing & word proceselng Paperelhoels.resurnos,
reports. manuscripts & group

al111901198e

_

more Call PAMELA at ISOM) 94E3562 to reserve your lime now

sonable rates We re last dependable, grimmer -experienced Cot

-,

’
it Itatii,

...2.,

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Protessional word-processing services that Include last turnaround.
guarani. copy, grammar editing.
laser printer, graphs end so much

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic
word processing our specialty
Guaranteed
quality
.curacy
Frde disk storage proofing Rea-

-

IG-

-

Neilrise
..1lliipag ,
ta...

ends Available day, eves, week
ends by app? Call Anna 972-4992

rneeir

me? English
GL EN area

WILL OW

COMPUTER- fest-accurate nest Hamilton Winchester, Campbell Call
SHIRLEY at 379.3519 $1 50 per

Page

and day Rush cabs are my spect

(S Clara)

EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING
On campus pickup delivery Liff.
be? quality Term papers, group

response,

Nave message
Par.* al (400)260-182i

GO WITH THE BEST, Top-quaitty sec roomier cervIce for ALL your
WORD prooessIng needs Graph-

protects, theses, resumes, faculty
protects. etc APA, MLA. Torebian
formats Goal guar 127 yrs cop)
Coll Roe 274-3684 (lee. me.Sage) Available 7 days week

TYPYiNG f. WORD
PROCESSING 15 years eyperi.
Reasonable rat. & lest

enc.

turneround CM. 10
Phone 292-4006

higher grade For the best
pHs
result. call Barbers at
WRITE TYPE - (400)972-9430

TYPING SVC
Reports I epplicettons word proCareer consultations
cessing
Bay arc,. at professional env.
Ice Career Center 1765 Scoff
Blvd. Santa Caws. 243-4070

WORD or 252WORK
MASTERS

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor
your cadernk. business, regal

CANDIDATES

AND

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS
REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

UN-

DERGRADS Experienced thesis
typist eccoptIng bookings for

word processing needs Term pews, reports, resumes. letters,

Spring 1989 deed.. Student
discount WORD PROCESSING

group protects, manuals,
etc Lefler Tweet’," All formals

PLUS

plus CPA. SPELCHEK, punch..
All
lion
gramme, assistance

(4011) 972 1583
WORD PROCESSING.

923-6441

Term papers
menuscrlds

PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty and .tar dente

can

at Its beet. cell PAM at 247-28411

resumes.

typist and legal trenscriber 365-

reports, riessrands, pudIcatIons,
manuscripts. correlpodence. etc
WHI aid In gramme, spellingponchortIon For prompt, 7 day

rates, For that prohnstonfa. quick
& dePondable worry -hue .rvIce

transcription

theses,

Fast turnaround
Free disk storage Experienced

rely on accurate
timely production of .wslotters

work guaranteed Free MO .tor.
age Anordebbe student A faculty

campus

RESUME WRITING

checking All work done on
PS Lamer Printer, or printing from
your di. Both IBM a Mac II computers Special eluded rete. Call
Primy’s WORDWORKS at 253-

EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING some
limo Why not make he best im.
prosslon, A neatly -typed paper

for

PROFESSIONAL

Ica, charts. letters reports, menuscripts, resum., term capers,
th.es Let our words work tor
you’ Editing, grammar & spell

1393
WRITING, RESEARCH EDITING Ver.
.lite *Toff stall 800-777-7901

Print Your Ad Here
!COunt approaandlela ,10 ’elle,s

sp.cc,n,

x

Ii

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

Two
One
Days
Day
ities S390 $480
$570
’it Ines
$480
5 lines
55 70 $660
$750
$655
6 I Ines
I ach Additional Line Add S

Three
Days
55 25
$615
57 00
S790
90

Four
Days
55 50
$640
$730
58 10

Five
Days
SS 75
56 60
57 50
S840

Each
Extra
Day
$t 00
51 15
51 30
.31 45
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-141 ines 570 00
5-9 Lines $5000
15 Plus Lines $90 00

Address

Pnone

Citv A State

i,p

Phone 924-3277

r,( 105(41

Circles Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Persona

Automotive

(lousing

Service,.

Travel

For Sale

ost & F mini!

Stereo

T WOG

Contact Doug al 1441112112-73E2.
Mondry through Eddy/ 3-10 PM
MSS

YainIte
( HAVE!?

are-

51 )406)212-1926

549.8

kW ANA& wArckeiNG
*fru FOR Nags wthi
A SLAns sTAI2E AND
cnownNa, "TFERF iqs
’TI S6 A COX, VIDEO
CoroiNG oPSo0/1
XV parr $5ieri (SET
HONE WORK PONE
Skrina:F
SrAy UP
Jters. Ki.a_ loss OF
NICarIT ver.r.IMG

0# YEAVe
Agp osr
Whit tuck,
MAY I Ask,

TYPING

94007. 1-11100-USA.1 221, .111 53
PLANINNO A WEDDING? looking for
non-denorailnetionel service
wperso.I vows? Plan now tor

John Lascurettes

(408)297-8809, TWA campus rep

selects only Mose
sources you ars qulifleri to re.
thue ensuring the best pos.
sib* ilat Our service la low -coil
and gusrannedr Call or write
Student Aid Services. 104I F Fremont Ave. 1 NS, Sunny.*. Ca

WEQ.1
I %OPE D
THAT I afila,
niurr MY
ock ONCE.
Xv WIT
Yoolts.

Ni-44A! SEE
)0iiVE GONE
AC T4

TRAVEL

(BERRYESSA

Neve you

ABORTION ALTERNATIVE
considered adoption

8445036
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING Ver-

SI 50 per pogo double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work gut,

computer

ROOM FOR RENT in

sumes, word-processing All subacts
Qualified
writers
Re
vraltIng Catalogue Work gum,
embed
LOU rates
Collegiate
Communications Berkeley (415)

Call tor references and prices
Brainstorm r-snina (415) 962.
8601

Scott

PRIVATE ROOM 1 2 block hem SJSU
K itchen prrvIleges, prefer upper
level me* !student No smoldng
297.7671

SERVICES

paper, thesis assisGhostwriting editing. re-

EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops
Trust TONY. 290-2087 Thanks

3212

HOUSING

tance

shirts wlth your design or logo 48
hour turn-around on most lobs

duct finding .rvioe provide you
Witil
1101 Ot sources
C1.110111
After you fill out data torrn,

SECURRY,

RESEARCH

Academic,

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning et 10 45 AM at

VAN-

Santa Clem (between San
Tomas II 010441)

e x! M-1,03
WRITING,

satile. export. staff 800.777-7901

Apply

Blvd

benkrvet or bad credit. We guar. * you card or double your
money back Call (805) 682.7555.

HOW

ccrae?

leMeroMeliMiMilMIIMWr

S

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

_J
Classilied Desk Located Into& DEItt208

OR CASH TO
San Jose State University

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
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Survey shows drug use a factor in rise of child abuse cases
!hug use in
t lilt xi. ii I XPi
t s iltes is fueling the rise
, ii Id
vv Inch killed inure
00 youngsters in 198S. a
’Ian
Iii

shoLL

li li.nd to think ot treating the
qoblein
hild abuse below neatig the pi..61ein
drug abuse. said
,nithor of a sijis ey
sdav is the Chi, ago...leased 1
ationai Ciminuttee on the
ased
iii in Child Xfiuse.
lose 5 percent
,pss
"s. ,onioareil with I

Ili; deaths the year before, the committee said in its annual report on
child abuse. The report was based on
a 50-state survey.
More than 2.2 million child abuse
reports were filed nationwide last
year. about 3 percent more than in
1987, the committee estimated,
using data from 41 states and the
District of Columbia.
Data from other states were una% allable, said the committee, which
gathered statistics by. telephone from
the federal liaisons for child abuse

and negles.i it

C.1\11,1,11;2

pits ide
information dhow p obleins linked
I o ,hild abuse. " itch substance
abuse as the di minima chaiacteristic among then i aseloads. the report said
’ In the I hstiict of Columbia. for
example Milos’ 90 percent of the
caretakeis iepiirted him child abuse
are aLtive substaii,e abusers." the
hile iiationvvide,
committee said
the peiceniage 1,1
oh. mg
substance abuse lias historically re)f

111.11:mild

1110

mained at 30 percent to 40 percent.
the current population includes a
greater number or more violent and
dependent drug addicts."
Ms. Mitchel, who wrote the 21 page report with Deborah Dam. said
state representatives "wished they
could go back to the days of heroin
and marijuana," rather than having
to cope with cocaine and its powerful derivative. crack.
Addictions to cocaine are more
expensive to maintain. "so the parents’ attention is focused on getting

the drug. and the dependency itself
consumes their nine,’’ Ms. Mitchel
said.
Abusers tend to he "off in another
world." and more like! to neglect
their children, she said
Katie Bond. a spokesikoman for
the Denver -based Amencall Association tor Protecting ( ’hildren.
which gathers child abuse statistics
or the federal government. said the
tress findings are prObahl on target.
’We al% ay s come up ix ith approximately the same figures:. she

said.
Hut increasing reports of child
abuse and fatalities have not resulted
in more money to combat the problem. the committee’s report said.
"In 1988, only 12 states received
increases in their child welfare budgets. and the majority of these funds
merely provided for cost of living increases." the report said.
The committee recommended:
- Expanding educational and
support services to pregnant womed
and new parents.
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WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’

imasierCard.1

VISA
INTERLINI<.

STORE HOURS:
MON - THURS 7:15 A.M. TO 7 RM.
FRI
7:15 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
SAT
10 A.M. TO 4 RM.

WELLS FARGO -CROCKER BANK -BANK OF AMEMA-READY IIANKING-FIRST INTERSTATE

GENERAL OFFICE
CUSTOMER SERVICE
TEXTBOOKS
GENERAL BOOKS
GIFTS 8 CLOTHING
GENERAL SUPPLIES
COMPUTERS
FILM DEPT

924 1800
924 1828
924 1820
924 1814
924.1813
924-1816
924 1809
924 1815
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